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Chapter 801: Invincible 

"not good!" 

 

Seeing that Zeus was about to enter Beiliang City, the defending general felt bad, and quickly went down 

to the city to tell Ye Fan. 

 

"Trouble." 

 

Ye Fan rubbed his temples. 

 

He Ning, who was formulating a battle plan with the army of warriors, learned of this situation and 

immediately called Ye Fan and solemnly said: "My lord, please delay for another ten minutes." 

 

"I try my best." 

 

Ye Fan was not sure, because there were other false gods besides Zeus. 

 

But seeing that the soldiers in Beiliang City regarded him as the backbone, Ye Fan felt a great 

responsibility. 

 

Then just touch it head-on. 

 

Ye Fan made up his mind, no longer hiding in hiding, soaring into the sky, a few breaths came to the 

outside of the city. 

 

Zeus and the water **** stopped. 

 

As the Marshal of Daxia Soldiers and Horses, Gai Jiuyou occasionally appeared in the news, and Zeus 

recognized him. 



 

"You are not Gai Jiuyou, he really is no longer Beiliang City." 

 

"Who are you?" 

 

Zeus stared at Ye Fan, and he felt that the young man in front of him was extraordinary. 

 

Could it be that this young man was doing the shot just now? 

 

If so, this young man is too evil. 

 

"Ye Fan." 

 

"Ye Fan?" Zeus felt that the name was very familiar. He led an army of supernatural powers to land, and 

he also learned about the Daxia martial arts world early. 

 

After all, there are many ability groups in the ancient ruins of the Northern Wilderness. 

 

The previous ability groups were all in charge of Earl Dante. After Dante was beheaded, the dragons had 

no leader; he brought the troops over, and the ability groups gathered the information and passed them 

all to him. 

 

Zeus flipped through the information in his mind, and finally shot two brilliant lights in his eyes, and said 

with interest: "You are the most famous arrogant Ye Fan in the Daxia martial arts world!" 

 

"I didn't expect my name to be so loud, even the head of the dignified supernatural organization knows 

it. It's really an honor for me." Ye Fan said with a light smile. 

 

"Ye Fan, you just shot me?" 

 



"if not." 

 

Although he had been mentally prepared, Ye Fan personally admitted that Zeus was still shocked. 

 

"You are such a wicked evildoer, and it must be a big trouble for my supernatural organization. When I 

met today, I can only kill you. To blame, blame your newborn calf for daring to show up and confront 

me." 

 

"You are a Western veteran, you should be praised for saying that Daxia idiom is so slippery." 

 

Ye Fan clapped his hands. 

 

Then his eyes fell on the water god, with a hint of surprise, and he also guessed that this woman was 

extraordinary. 

 

Those who can follow Zeus are all false gods; other false gods are in the distance. This woman is so 

noble and holy with Zeus. Needless to say, she must be very powerful. 

 

"Zeus, this is your daughter-in-law? You really look down on our Daxia, and you didn't forget to bring 

your little wife with you when you entered Beiliang City. Do you think it was a sightseeing trip?" 

 

"presumptuous!" 

 

Before Zeus could speak, the male false gods below were furious. 

 

They are all admirers and supporters of the God of Water, and when they see the God of Water being 

blasphemed, they are naturally angry. 

 

"Ye Fan, you dare to be disrespectful to the water god, you are really dead." 

 

"Lord Earl, you and the water snake don't have to take action. Let's capture this evil obstacle." 



 

Ye Fan's heart twitched. 

 

Water god, control water? 

 

real or fake! 

 

Seventy percent of the human body is water. Can this water **** control it? 

 

If it can, isn't it invincible. 

 

Ye Fan looked at the water **** deeply, very guarded, but not afraid. 

 

And the false **** below found that Ye Fan looked straight at the water god, and became even more 

angry. 

 

"court death!" 

 

A false **** shot, shouted: "Petrochemical!" 

 

Suddenly, Ye Fan found that his body had condensed into a layer of stiff stone shell. 

 

Petrochemical? 

 

interesting. 

 

It's a pity that this pseudo-god's ability has not yet evolved to a home, unable to petrify Ye Fan's body. 

 

"That's it?" 



 

Ye Fan's face was full of sarcasm. 

 

Shi Shen's eyes opened wide, unbelievable. 

 

He knows the level of his petrochemical ability. Even an elephant can be petrified and turned into a 

sculpture. 

 

But this young man can't be petrified? 

 

How can it be. 

 

"Boom!" 

 

Ye Fan's body shook, and the stone shell exploded. 

 

"It's me." 

 

"Dragon Fist." 

 

Ye Fan acted outrageously with no mercy. At the same time, in order to prevent Zeus and the God of 

Water from obstructing, he used Zhenhai's true intentions to reveal his true intentions to the two. 

 

The facts did make Zeus and the Water God react two seconds slowly. 

 

At the level of Ye Fan, the winner can be decided within a second. 

 

Not to mention two seconds. 

 



"not good!" 

 

Shi Shen was shocked. 

 

The super powers of other false gods could not stop this attack; but to Ye Fan's surprise, the stone **** 

turned himself into petrification. 

 

The whole person seems to have become a stone man. 

 

The defense is greatly increased. 

 

"boom!" 

 

This punch was very heavy, and the stone **** flew out hundreds of meters, the petrochemical state 

was forced to be lifted, and he vomited blood. 

 

"not dead?" 

 

"Fate is pretty hard." 

 

"Dongtian Finger." 

 

Ye Fan pointed at Shi Shen. 

 

At this time, Zeus and the Water God finally broke free from their shackles and reacted. 

 

"Huh!" 

 

Zeus was very fast and came to the stone god, blocking this finger. 



 

The water **** shot Ye Fan directly. 

 

"Draw." 

 

Two words, the law will follow. 

 

Ye Fan suddenly felt thirsty, and found that the skin was leaking water. 

 

The blood circulation has become slow. 

 

This is because the blood becomes viscous due to lack of water. If it continues, there is no water in the 

body, and the blood will stop flowing. 

 

The whole person withered and died. 

 

"Amazing." 

 

Ye Fan secretly smacked his tongue. Before he could catch his breath, Zeus rushed forward and shouted, 

"Blood!" 

 

Wow! 

 

The blood that had been flowing slowly, suddenly rose quickly, but it was a pity that it flowed 

backwards. 

 

Ye Fan snorted, feeling the violent impact on his internal organs. 

 

"Om." 

 



Just when Ye Fan was about to retreat, leaving the casting position of Zeus and the Water God. 

 

The overlord body wakes up involuntarily. 

 

咚咚咚... 

 

The heart is like a drum. 

 

The water that has penetrated the body's surface flows back, the body's water is replenished, and the 

blood concentration is normal. At the same time, it breaks Zeus's "reverse blood superpower", and it 

flows normally, faster and faster. 

 

Wow! 

 

The sound of the river rushing is presented. 

 

Ye Fan felt the excitement of his body, inexplicably confused, but he didn't have time to think about it. 

 

What he is excited about is: 

 

The tyrant body seems to be able to crack the super powers of the inverse blood super power and the 

water god. 

 

This is a great thing for Ye Fan. 

 

"The Tyrant Body Jue is worthy of a super body refining secret method, with endless magical uses. My 

body is already extraordinary, and the so-called super powers can't be shaken. It's refreshing!" 

 

Ye Fan laughed. 

 



Bombarded Zeus with one punch and grabbed the water **** with the other. 

 

"what happened!" 

 

Zeus and the **** of water were surprised. 

 

Why did Ye Fan, who had suffered a blow just now, suddenly become alive and well. 

 

"Anti-blood!" 

 

"Draw!" 

 

Zeus and the water **** drank together, and this time they fully displayed their superpowers. 

 

Ye Fan felt the body's constant tremor, this is the domineering body fighting against super powers. 

 

"Okay, it can be contended, but it still has an impact on me, but the impact is greatly weakened." 

 

"If my overlord body is great, I will be completely fearless of these superpowers and can crush Zeus and 

the water god." 

 

Ye Fan realizes the importance of "Bati Jue", which is a wonderful weapon to restrain the supernatural 

beings. 

 

"what!" 

 

Ye Fan screamed. 

 

Of course, this is pretended. 



 

Immediately afterwards. 

 

He furiously galloped towards Beiliang City, but the false gods below would not allow Qing Yi to escape. 

 

The false gods all shot together to block Ye Fan's way back. 

 

Ye Fan just took the opportunity to change direction and rushed towards the Northern Wilderness 

Historic Site. 

 

"Stay." 

 

The electric current flashed in both hands of Zeus, and Ye Fan clearly felt that his body was hit by the 

electric current and his whole body was paralyzed. 

 

"Light!" 

 

The twins Guangshen took action, and the strong sunlight shone in and enveloped the area. 

 

Ye Fan was taken aback. 

 

The next moment I was grateful, and secretly said that these two false gods are really living 

bodhisattvas. 

Chapter 802: Capture the water god 

Guangshen manipulated a large area of sunlight to gather, making this area vast, trying to make Ye Fan 

lose his sight and become a headless fly. 

 

However, he miscalculated. 

 



Cultivating the Overlord Body, Ye Fan's five senses are very powerful, much stronger than ordinary 

people. 

 

Even with such a strong vision, he can clearly see the surrounding area of fifty meters. 

 

Ye Fan wanted to catch the **** of water, or seriously injured Zeus, or killed several false gods. 

 

Now the opportunity is here. 

 

He immediately returned, and with the help of the dazzling sunlight, he slammed the badly wounded 

stone **** with lightning. 

 

This is also a powerful false god. 

 

The petrochemical superpower is useless to him, and it must have a huge blow to other masters, and 

must be killed. 

 

The stone **** sitting on the ground suddenly felt the crisis of death, and his hair was standing upright, 

but before he could open his mouth to shout, he was blown out by Ye Fan. 

 

All this happened between the electric light and flint, and they all realized this. 

 

"Stone God!" 

 

The crowd roared sadly. 

 

Light God immediately revoked the super power, and Ye Fan had already appeared near the Water God. 

 

"Ye Fan, you are looking for death!" 

 



Zeus roared, the fall of the stone **** had already made him sad, if something happened to the water 

god, then he would really be crazy. 

 

Even if he is injured, the water **** can't suffer accidents. 

 

The horror being in the organization was attracted to the God of Water, and if he knew that something 

happened to the God of Water, he would definitely not be able to spare him. 

 

"Electric snake." 

 

Zeus waved his hands and threw out a series of electric snakes to entangle Ye Fan. 

 

The water **** also yelled: "Evaporation." 

 

This is more powerful than "extraction", where water evaporates directly in the body. 

 

Ye Fan felt the changes in his body, but it was not very big, and he could still bear it. 

 

The electric snake cage was enveloped, Ye Fan directly resisted with his hands and tore the cage to 

pieces. 

 

"Catch the claws." 

 

Ye Fan grasped the water **** with a very clear purpose. 

 

As long as you master the water god, you can contain Zeus, and even the entire army of supernatural 

powers, which is considered a victory. 

 

"Light!" 

 



Suddenly, the light **** below performed super power again; at the same time, the water **** 

shouted: "Illusion." 

 

Swish. 

 

For a time, there were figures of water gods, Zeus and others everywhere in the world, and there were 

hundreds of people in the sky and underground. 

 

Ye Fan understands that this is an image refraction created by using water and light, similar to a mirage. 

 

Unexpectedly, it is so lifelike that people can't distinguish between true and false. 

 

"If I had the pupil technique of witchy yin and yang, I could see through all this falsehood." 

 

Ye Fan secretly said in his heart, it's a pity that he didn't get it. 

 

In the world full of illusions, Zeus and others sent out their hands to suppress Ye Fan. 

 

However, there are ten minutes. 

 

The five special operations teams are ready to launch frozen bombs at any time. 

 

"Deputy commander, please give instructions." 

 

"Wait, Lord Ye is still fighting Zeus and the others, now launching a bomb, Lord Ye will also be affected." 

 

He Ning stood at the head of the city, looking at the battlefield in the distance. 

 

The area was shrouded in strong sunlight and fog, and it was hard to see clearly, but from time to time 

violent collisions and vibrations sounded, and it was obvious that the battle was fierce. 



 

Ten minutes passed. 

 

Ye Fan hadn't come out yet, and He Ning was a little unbearable. 

 

In fact, Ye Fan was also very anxious, but he was trapped. If it was just a mere illusion, he could break 

through forcefully; but there were three false gods who controlled gravity superpower. 

 

Under the blessing of the three superpowers, the gravity has reached twenty times. 

 

This is very scary. 

 

Gravity is everywhere, and every part of the human body is bearing gravity. 

 

Twenty times the weight of gravity is definitely not as simple as the body is twenty times heavier than 

before, but the gravity that every hair, every organ, and even blood bears is twenty times stronger than 

before. 

 

Ye Fan was no longer able to protect himself from the sky. 

 

At the same time, his internal organs felt like being pulled by gravity. If he hadn't been physically strong 

enough, his organs might have burst long ago. 

 

"This Ye Fan's physical body is too strong. Twenty times the gravitational force has persisted for so 

long." 

 

"This is the limit of the three of us. You hurry up and kill, and we won't be able to hold on for long." 

 

The three false gods who master gravity are very anxious. 

 



Zeus didn't dare to enter the gravity range, so he could only unite with the water gods and cast spells 

remotely. 

 

But this had little effect on Ye Fan. 

 

Therefore, the two sides have been in a stalemate, and time has been passing by. 

 

Blood spilled from the corner of Ye Fan's mouth, and many blood vessels in his body were torn apart. 

 

At this moment. 

 

He couldn't help but consciously appear in his mind. 

 

This made Ye Fan very excited. 

 

Could it be that under these conditions, the hegemony can be improved? 

 

If it can break through, then all the people of Zeus will be suppressed by him. 

 

Ye Fan was no longer anxious. 

 

Hold your mind. 

 

The mystery of Tyrant Body Jue went deep into his mind, and he gradually sat down cross-legged and 

entered a state of cultivation. 

 

"what's the situation?" 

 

The false gods were shocked. 



 

Zeus said in surprise: "This kid has entered the cultivation state in such a dangerous situation. What an 

enchanting person, such a great spirit, worthy of the pride of the summer!" 

 

Water God said: "We seem to be unable to kill him!" 

 

"It doesn't exist, he is not a god, how could he not be able to kill it. It's just that he seems to be immune 

to some superpowers, which is indeed a trouble, so he rushed closer for fear of being caught in the 

trap." 

 

"Only..." 

 

"I used thermal weapons unkindly and killed him with missiles." 

 

"what?" 

 

The false gods looked at each other. 

 

Although this is an absolutely successful method, I always feel aggrieved. 

 

With so many "gods", they were helpless against a young man and fell to the point where they were 

bombarded with missiles. 

 

"Hurry up and prepare." 

 

"Yes!" 

 

Several false gods left quickly. 

 

The false gods that control gravity: "No, it's too late, we can't hold on anymore." 



 

"Hold on for a few more minutes." Zeus said without a doubt. 

 

Puff puff! 

 

The three false gods spurted blood one after another, and their bodies were overloaded. 

 

"Anti-blood!" 

 

Zeus cast a spell to make blood flow back into their bodies, while using bioelectricity to stimulate their 

bodies and stimulate their potential. 

 

The **** of water frowned. 

 

This method is very harmful to the fundamentals, and Zeus will undoubtedly ruin their future by doing 

so. 

 

After thinking about it, the God of Water stopped talking. 

 

The key to beheading Ye Fan. 

 

This kind of evildoer must be killed as soon as possible, otherwise it will be a big disaster in the future. 

 

"Nothing?" 

 

At the head of Beiliang city, the generals contracted their hearts and were uneasy. 

 

Ye Fan won't be beheaded, will he? 

 



A general bit his head and said: "Deputy Commander, I suggest launching frozen missiles immediately, 

and no longer delays. Although Lord Ye doesn't know whether it is life or death, but no matter what, it is 

a great thing to be able to kill or seriously injure Zeus and the others. And credit." 

 

"Even if this leads to the fall of Lord Ye Fan, it's a good death." 

 

He Ning's face was uncertain. 

 

The general said again: "Although this is a bit ungrateful, for the sake of Daxia, I can only do this." 

 

Some generals agreed. 

 

"Deputy commander, make a decision quickly, it will change when you are late." 

 

He Ning is under great pressure. 

 

Ye Fan bought precious time for Beiliang City. If he was killed by a freezing bomb, he would be extremely 

guilty. 

 

Can continue to be delayed, the consequences are unpredictable. 

 

In the end, He Ning chose Beiliang City between Ye Fan and Beiliang City. 

 

He believes that Beiliang City represents Great Xia and must not fall. 

 

Otherwise, Daxia Guowei will be damaged and his face will be lost. 

 

"Master Ye, sorry." 

 

He Ning bowed deeply to the battlefield, and the generals bowed down on one knee. 



 

Ten seconds later, He Ning suddenly raised her head and shouted: "Launch!" 

 

The news quickly spread to five special operations teams. 

 

moment. 

 

Freeze bombs are launched. 

 

At the same time, a missile broke through the air in the power army camp and locked Ye Fan. 

Chapter 803: Beheaded one after another 

"withdraw!" 

 

After the missile was launched, Zeus ordered a retreat. But at the same time, I also felt something was 

wrong. 

 

There was also movement in other directions. 

 

"not good!" 

 

Zeus had a big face and shouted: "The missile launched by Beiliang City." 

 

too fast! 

 

A few breaths came. 

 

It was too late to leave the range circle, Zeus looked grim and roared: "Thousands of power grids." 

 



The static electricity between the sky and the earth quickly gathered and exploded, forming a huge 

power grid that enveloped Zeus and others. 

 

at the same time. 

 

The water **** is also casting spells, and the moisture in the air gathers to form a line of defense. 

 

"boom!" 

 

The first freezing bomb exploded. 

 

The extreme cold breath spread, sweeping the audience, and caught Zeus and others by surprise. 

 

These breaths broke through the power grid and struck. 

 

In an instant, a pseudo-god was frozen into an ice sculpture, which then collapsed and turned into ice 

scum on the ground. 

 

The false gods are scared to death. 

 

"Come on!" 

 

The twins Guangshen roared, exerting their super power with all their strength to attract the strong 

sunlight. 

 

In addition, the water **** played a big role. 

 

These cold air is mixed with too much water, which can be manipulated by the water god, and finally 

saved everyone. 

 



The missiles fired from the powerful army camp have also been frozen and extinguished, falling down 

and becoming dumb guns. 

 

Before they could catch their breath, they exploded three times. 

 

boom! boom! 

 

boom! 

 

The cold air that was more violent and bursting than before broke out, overwhelming the sky, like an 

unstoppable cold current, destroying it. 

 

Some false gods were frightened. 

 

Zeus's eyelids were jumping wildly too, but Da Xia had such a terrifying weapon. 

 

"what!" 

 

For the first time, the earth **** was shocked. 

 

The whole person exploded directly. 

 

In fact, the process was first frozen into an ice sculpture, and then blown up by the impact of the cold 

current. Because of the speed, it made people feel that the earth **** was instantly killed. 

 

it's not finished yet. 

 

The next moment, two false gods were attacked and killed. 

 

After a few breaths, only Zeus, the **** of water and the twin gods of light were left. 



 

Such a heavy loss caused Zeus to split his eyes. 

 

There was a mouthful of blood in his throat. 

 

Careless! 

 

Too careless. 

 

Zeus's face was as gray as death, and he had no effect at this moment, and it was all resisted by the gods 

of light and water. 

 

The twins Guangshen roared, spurting blood while overloading the cast, the temperature skyrocketed, 

rising to seventy degrees. 

 

The strong sunlight gave them a ray of life. 

 

The sunlight evaporates the cold, and also gives the water **** the energy and space to manipulate. 

 

"puff!" 

 

The twins Guangshen vomited blood and knelt in a pool of blood. 

 

The water **** also paled. 

 

To their surprise, they finally resisted this ferocious cold current. 

 

Except for Zeus, all three were shivering from the cold, and their bodies were covered with frost. 

 



"Anti-blood!" 

 

"activation!" 

 

Zeus cast a spell to warm the three of them and restore their functions. 

 

He didn't dare to stay, and led the three of them to gallop towards the Northern Wilderness Historic 

Site. 

 

However, a huge crisis came. 

 

The water **** exclaimed: "There is one more, coming towards us." 

 

Zeus gritted his teeth and used bioelectricity to stimulate his body's potential, exploding a lot of speed. 

 

But, how fast can it be faster than the freeze bomb? 

 

"Can't escape!" 

 

The man among the twins shouted, and a trace of determination flashed in his eyes. He threw his sister 

to Zeus and rushed toward the freezing bomb himself. 

 

"elder brother!" 

 

My sister screamed, hoarse. 

 

"Master Earl, God of Water, take care of my sister, please!" 

 

"boom!" 



 

The man collided with the bomb. 

 

The three of Zeus stopped. 

 

After the explosion, a bright, extremely hot light was born, which was the seed of light element. 

 

Those who have participated in the god-making plan and succeeded will have attribute seeds in their 

bodies. 

 

There are water element seeds in the water god. 

 

Zeus possesses electric element seeds in his body. 

 

The so-called elemental seed is the power source and core of the superpower, and at the same time has 

extremely terrifying energy. 

 

The false **** who had fallen before did not have time to explode the elemental seed, and now this 

man exploded the light elemental seed. 

 

The radiant and hot energy turned into a wall, resisting all the cold currents, and protecting the three of 

Zeus through this difficulty. 

 

ten minutes later. 

 

Everything returned to peace. 

 

There was a vast expanse of whiteness in front of him, and a strong icy mist enveloped the world. 

 

As far as the eye can see, there are no people. 



 

Only the three of Zeus remained. 

 

"puff." 

 

Finally Zeus spouted a mouthful of blood, and let out a low growl: "I will pay back this hatred ten times!" 

 

"elder brother." 

 

The female Guangshen was heartbroken, her eyes filled with pain and resentment. 

 

The **** of water hugged her, not knowing how to comfort her. 

 

For a moment, Zeus slowly came over and said: "Let's go, it will change after a while." 

 

… 

 

The icy breath ran across the sky and the earth. Outside Beiliang City is a thick layer of ice. 

 

Half of Beiliang City has been affected. 

 

The walls of the city gates were covered with ice, and many soldiers were injured in the city. 

 

However, due to earlier preparations, there were no deaths. 

 

He Ning put on his cotton clothes and rushed to the head of the city, looking from a distance, there was 

nothing. 

 

"Master Ye Fan is submerged in the ice, look for it, organize the soldiers to look for it, hurry!" 



 

"Live to see people, die to see corpses." 

 

Thousands of people rushed out of the city gate, you are looking for it on the ice. 

 

However, nothing was achieved. 

 

Since it is still a sensitive period, the power army does not know if it will attack, and He Ning does not 

dare to order the ice to break. 

 

After all, the ice can be regarded as a barrier against the army of supernatural powers. 

 

Hold on. 

 

Wait until the pavilion master arrives. 

 

He Ning thought to himself. 

 

One day, two days. 

 

The third day. 

 

The icy mist lingering over Beiliang City dissipated most of it, and a fighter plane cut through the sky and 

landed. 

 

Wow! 

 

At the airport, the soldiers were uniform. 

 



"See the patron." 

 

Gai Jiuyou jumped out of the cabin, his expression grim. 

 

He was trapped, but he survived until the arrival of the people from the Tianzhou War Department and 

finally got out of the trap. 

 

He rested for a day, returned to his peak state, and rushed. 

 

"Who is in charge now?" 

 

"Pavilion Master, it's me. Subordinate He Ning, Deputy City Master and Deputy Commander of Beiliang 

City. 

 

"what's the situation?" 

 

"Three days ago, Zeus and other false gods launched an attack and were blocked by Lord Ye Fan." 

 

"Ye Fan?" 

 

Gai Jiuyou's eyes lit up and he was surprised. He asked, "Okay, where is Ye Fanren?" 

 

He Ning wanted to say something but stopped, with sadness in her eyes. 

 

Gai Jiuyou chuckled, and asked, "Answer me, where is Ye Fan?" 

 

"Enjoy the pavilion master, Master Ye Fan..." 

 

He Ning knelt down on one knee, lowered his head and said sadly: "Master Ye Fan is martyred!" 



 

boom. 

 

Gai Jiuyou was struck by lightning, his brain buzzing. 

 

Ye Fan died for the country? 

 

This was a bigger shock than the death of Cha Hao. 

 

Cha Hao is his brother, who fell, and only affected him. 

 

But Ye Fan, his identity is extraordinary, if he falls, then... 

 

Gai Jiuyou's scalp was tight, he took a deep breath, and said in a deep voice, "What the **** is going 

on?" 

 

"Three days ago, when Zeus and other false gods attacked, Lord Ye Fan and I decided to use five freezing 

bombs. Master Ye Fan dragged Zeus and the others, and was unable to get out. Later, there was no 

movement on the battlefield. I was uncertain and worried about Zeus and so on. The man ran away and 

ordered the launch of a freezing bomb." 

 

"In other words, you didn't know whether Ye Fan was alive or dead, so you launched a freezing bomb?" 

 

Gai Jiuyou's eyes became sharp. 

 

He Ning knelt on both knees and shouted: "Yes, I wasn't sure whether Lord Ye was alive or dead at the 

time. The subordinates made a mistake in decision-making, so please punish him." 

 

Gai Jiuyou felt a trace of anger, and then asked, "Where are Zeus and the others?" 

 



He Ning said: "A group of false gods suffered heavy casualties, and only the three of Zeus, the God of 

Water and the God of Light escaped." 

 

This result gave Gai Jiuyou some comfort. 

 

If Ye Fan fell and none of the false gods died, it would be a great loss. 

 

Gai Jiuyou came to the outside of Beiliang City. 

 

Looking at the vast ice and ice layer, I felt extremely heavy. No matter what, Ye Fan's body must be 

found. 

 

"He Ning." 

 

"exist." 

 

"Organize manpower to dig through the ice and search for Ye Fan's corpse." 

Chapter 804: Escape 

Since seeing the freezing bomb three days ago, Zeus retreated the camp five hundred miles. 

 

Away from Beiliang City, he is almost leaving this continent. 

 

Here, Eagle Country’s satellite finally had a signal, and Daxia’s shielding did not cover it. 

 

For the past three days, he has been accepting organizational conversations, of course, through video. 

 

Losing so many false gods, this is definitely a big event, even if Zeus is the head of the first echelon, he 

will be severely sanctioned. 

 



The superpower organization did not transfer back to Zeus, and he needed to make up for it and destroy 

the ancient relics of the Northern Wilderness. 

 

Beiliang City is no longer expected to be occupied. 

 

"Report." 

 

A super general came to the main camp Zhang and said: "Enlighten the commander, there is movement 

outside Beiliang City, they are digging ice; moreover, it is suspected that the figure of Marshal Gai Jiuyou 

of the Great Xia Bingma has been found." 

 

"really?" 

 

"This is a secretly filmed video. It is not clear, but it has a strong similarity. You have to look at it." 

 

Zeus glanced at the video, and without looking closely, he knew that it was Gai Jiuyou. 

 

"He actually came!" 

 

"It seems that the Northern Liangcheng really cannot be taken, so let's destroy the ancient relics of the 

Northern Desolation." 

 

Zeus called the God of Water and the God of Light, and said: "Gai Jiuyou descended to Beiliang City, I will 

stand against him here, and you will go to the ancient relics of the Northern Wilderness to support the 

God of Wind and Qi." 

 

"Don't be discouraged, this time we are careless, but the organization has arranged for the second batch 

of demigods and the army to arrive, and they will arrive soon." 

 

Daxia called them false gods; while the supernatural organization called themselves "half gods." 

 



Only by completing the second physical transformation can it be regarded as a true god. 

 

Completing the first step is called a demigod. 

 

"Okay." Guangshen said with hatred, "Kill, kill, and destroy all the people in the ancient relics of the 

Northern Wilderness. It is best to kill Gai Jiuyou as well. The generals of the Northern Liangcheng will be 

frustrated and ashes." 

 

"Yes. This time it will not only be the army of demigods and supernatural powers, but also a batch of 

new weapons will be delivered." 

 

"What freezing bomb Daxia made, don't we have a secret weapon." 

 

"Since you can't occupy Beiliang City, then destroy it directly." 

 

Zeus' eyes flashed fiercely. 

 

At this time, the water **** said: "The soldiers outside Beiliang city excavated the ice. I suspect that 

they are looking for Ye Fan, to be exact, looking for Ye Fan's corpse. The fall of Ye Fan, the evildoer, is 

good news." 

 

Zeus deeply agreed. 

 

"Indeed, Ye Fan's value can be compared to Gai Jiuyou. The fall of Ye Fan is a great thing for us, and we 

are not at a loss." 

 

"You go." 

 

On this day, the **** of light and **** of water left the camp and rushed to the ancient relics of the 

Northern Wilderness. 

 



These days. 

 

The situation of the ancient ruins of the Northern Wilderness became clear gradually. 

 

The army of supernatural powers confronted the army of native warriors in the historic site, with a 

ravine of 300 meters deep and thousands of meters long as the boundary. 

 

There is constant friction, big and small. 

 

Both sides have injuries. 

 

The most noteworthy thing is that a group of giants such as Qu Taixu are trapped. 

 

Fortunately, there are only two demigods, Qishen and Fengshen, and Qu Taixu and others have been 

insisting. 

 

In this fierce land, there is some strong miasma, and there is only one exit. Fengshen and Qishen both 

guard the exit. 

 

In the fierce land. 

 

Many giants are already at the end of the battle, and have been eroded by the miasma. 

 

Rao is the pinnacle giant of Qu Taixu, and now he is also miserable. 

 

suddenly. 

 

The miasma became turbulent, and frantically attacked the giants. 

 

The anger was casting spells outside, and this fierce land was simply his best Wu Qiong. 



 

"Qu Tai Xu, how about it, how long can you hold on?" 

 

"You are at the end of the battle, it seems that I can send you to see God today." 

 

Qishen laughed and manipulated the miasma wildly. 

 

After a while. 

 

A giant is no longer good, and just as he catches his breath, his anger has seized the opportunity. 

 

The miasma turned into a spear. 

 

"puff!" 

 

Lightning penetrated his body. 

 

"what!" 

 

The giant screamed, the miasma entered the body, and the internal organs were destroyed all at once. 

 

The whole person became pitch black, and then issued a rotting stench, and died violently; the corpse 

turned into a puddle in three minutes. 

 

"how are you feeling?" 

 

An angry face was full of mockery, bewildered and said: "If you continue to stay in it, you will just sit and 

wait for death. It's better to rush out and take a fight. Maybe you can escape." 

 



"kill!" 

 

as predicted. 

 

A giant gritted his teeth and broke through a wave of miasma. 

 

"Burst Tornado." 

 

There was a loud bang. 

 

It is Fengshen. 

 

She had been brewing for a long time and had a full blow. 

 

The cone-shaped storm smashed the giant's body to pieces, and even the blood was not spilled, and it 

was wiped out. 

 

Qu Taixu gritted his teeth while watching. 

 

Panic flashed in the eyes of the Huo Clan Lord, and he shouted: "Qu Taixu, aren't you known as the first 

person in the Northern Wilderness? Kill out quickly." 

 

"To shut up!" 

 

Qu Taixu stopped drinking. 

 

These days, if it weren't for him, these people would have died more, and he had paid too much. 

 

The influence of the miasma on him is much smaller because he practices "Innate True Body". 



 

His son Qu Xiantian found the Xiantian real person Dongfu, and obtained a complete inheritance, with 

many faculties and cultivation methods. 

 

Among them, "Xiantian Zhenti" is a kind of physical exercise, very advanced, but very difficult to 

practice. 

 

The reason why Qu Taixu was promoted to the pinnacle of giants was because of his congenital innate 

physique, which enabled him to take advantage of the trend to a higher level. 

 

can be seen. 

 

In the dark and fierce land, Qu Taixu's body was shining with a faint white halo. 

 

These halos effectively weakened the power of the miasma. 

 

"It's really not the way to go on like this. In the end, it will be exhausted, only to rush out." 

 

"But it's useless to kill me alone, and I won't be able to save you." 

 

"I'm willing to be this early bird, but I need you to wait for the opportunity, understand." 

 

Qu Taixu's voice is like iron, and this spirit of giving up his life for righteousness moved everyone, except 

for the Huo Clan Lord. 

 

In fact, these days, they also tried to get out, but they were forced to come back every time. 

 

In addition to Qishen and Fengshen, there are many soldiers outside, with sufficient firepower. 

 



However, what Qu Taixu didn't understand was why Qishen didn't order the soldiers to bombard the 

fierce land with missiles, so that they would all be bombarded and killed. 

 

It's impossible for an army of abilities to have no missile equipment. 

 

why? 

 

What Qu Taixu didn't know was that Fengshen had thought about using missiles to kill, but Qishen 

rejected this suggestion. 

 

Qishen realized that this fierce place was extraordinary. 

 

There is a miasma spring like a volcano below. Once the spring is bombarded by a missile, the miasma 

that is ten times more terrifying than the present will wash out, and he will not be able to control it. 

 

They will also be buried at that time. 

 

In addition, even if there is no miasma spring, the missile bombardment is difficult. 

 

The missile came, they had to leave early, but then Qu Taixu and the others escaped. 

 

If they don't leave, they have to be bombarded and killed. 

 

This degree is very difficult to grasp. 

 

Angrily does not intend to take risks. 

 

It's very safe to consume it like this, to consume Qu Taixu and others alive. 

 

"kill!" 



 

At this moment, Qu Taixu broke out. 

 

"Innate Bagua Palm." 

 

The first thing Qu Taixu dealt with was Fengshen, because in his opinion, although Qishen's air fist was 

ubiquitous, its single damage was small and his physical body was strong enough to resist a wave. 

 

Fengshen's lethality is stronger. Must be resolved first. 

 

"Air punch." 

 

At the same time as the spirit of anger shot, the firepower of the soldiers was covered. 

 

These are all high-class firearms of the Eagle Country, and the bullets are fierce and can shoot through 

the gas shield. 

 

As soon as the Huo Clan Lord appeared, he shrank back in shock. 

 

Other giants are also a step slower. 

 

Qu too vainly hated iron failure. He couldn't help it. He couldn't take care of those people anymore. It 

was better to withdraw first. 

 

"Storm cage!" 

 

"Air cut!" 

 

Qu Taixu failed to defeat Fengshen, he shifted the target, resisted two attacks, and killed the capable 

soldiers. 



 

Puff puff. 

 

Sure enough, a dozen soldiers did not shoot to death. 

 

Qu Taixu left a blood hole on his back. If it weren't for the congenital real body, this "air cut" could cut 

him in half. 

 

"Innate thirteen kicks." 

 

Qu Taixu didn't care about the injury, endured the pain, and kicked thirteen supernatural soldiers to 

death again. 

 

"Asshole." 

 

Qishen and Fengshen were furious. 

 

Qu Taixu was hit again and his injuries worsened. When he flew out, he didn't forget to punch a group to 

death. 

 

The firepower weakened, and the fire clan master and others tried to break through the second wave. 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

Angrily back to defense. 

 

Fengshen killed Qu Taixu, and at this moment, a strange arc appeared at the corner of Qu Taixu's mouth. 

 

"not good." 

 



Fengshen had a premonition that something was wrong, and his hair stood on end, and immediately 

withdrew and violently retreated. 

 

But it was too late. 

 

Fengshen's handprints appeared in all directions, this was "innately grabbing the hand", but a powerful 

method of grabbing. 

 

"boom!" 

 

In an instant, caught Fengshen. 

 

"Wind blade cutting." 

 

"Cut your head." Qu Taixu slapped Fengshen's head with a palm, knocking Fengshen stunned, and the 

wind blade that had just condensed collapsed. 

 

After that, Qu Taixu didn't take care of the Huo Clan Master and others, and grabbed Fengshen Yukong 

and left. 

 

"Qu Tai Xu, leave it to me." 

 

"Qingshen, Fengshen is in my hands, I don't want her to die, you know what to do!" 

Chapter 805: To pay homage to Ye Fan 

"hateful!" 

 

The spirit of anger was too late to pursue, and he watched Qu Taixu take away Fengshen. 

 

Among the many false gods, he has a very good relationship with Fengshen. The two complement each 

other, and their attack power increases greatly when they work together. 



 

Now he is a lonely man. 

 

Seeing that Qu Taixu took away Fengshen, Huo Clan Lord and other giants knew it was safe. 

 

It is impossible for Qishen to see Fengshen die, so it can't hurt them. 

 

"Casefire." 

 

Angrily waved, came to the exit of the fierce land, and said coldly: "Do you want to die or live?" 

 

"Nonsense, who wants to die." 

 

"Then be honest." 

 

Qishen snapped his fingers, and a group of soldiers rushed to lock each giant's armor. 

 

The Huo Clan took the initiative and found that these armors were extremely hard and it was difficult to 

break free. 

 

Qishen said: "There is a small bomb inside this armor, which is enough to destroy the ashes of your 

bombing. Forcibly destroying the armor will detonate the bomb, and at the same time I can control the 

detonation. I will see you to God." 

 

Although the giants feel aggrieved, they are still helpless now. 

 

On the other side, Qu Taixu didn't fly for a long time, and found a hidden place to rest his feet. He was 

seriously injured. 

 



Don't worry about negotiating with Qishen, as long as Fengshen is in hand, those giants will definitely be 

fine. 

 

The Northern Wilderness is rich in resources, and Qu Taixu found some precious medicinal materials to 

treat wounds. 

 

at the same time. 

 

The dividing line broke out in this period of time, the biggest war. 

 

The ancient tribes, such as Qujia and Huozu, gathered an army of 100,000 warriors to go to war with the 

army of supernatural powers. 

 

The fierce beast also joined in. 

 

... 

 

The Northern Wilderness was in turmoil, but Beiliang City had become extremely calm, and soldiers 

outside the city were actively digging into the ice. 

 

With a large number of people, fast movements, and strong martial arts, the ice layer is excavated very 

quickly. 

 

Two thirds have been completed. 

 

However, Ye Fan's body was never found, as if it had disappeared out of thin air. 

 

Could it be that Ye Fan was wiped out by Zeus? 

 

This idea was born in the minds of Gai Jiuyou, He Ning and others. 



 

Where is Ye Fan? 

 

It is true that he is outside Beiliang City. 

 

It's just that he went deep into the ground, so he couldn't find Ye Fan only by digging the ice layer. 

 

Three days ago. 

 

The freezing bomb hit, Ye Fan knew that he couldn't hide, so he didn't run away, but had an idea and 

went deep underground. 

 

When Zeus and others were fighting against the cold current, he quietly blasted out of a 100-meter-

deep hole, fell into it, sealed the entrance, and put an end to disaster. 

 

For the past three days, Ye Fan has been in a cultivation state, and he couldn't extricate himself from 

being immersed in it. 

 

The body is changing imperceptibly. 

 

Ye Fan could clearly feel the improvement of his physical quality, it seemed that he was very close, and 

he would soon be able to break through to Dacheng Hegemony. 

 

However, it always feels a little worse, so a step away. 

 

Ye Fan couldn't catch this step. 

 

After another day, Ye Fan knew that retreat could no longer make progress, and he gradually withdrew 

from the state of being completely immersed in cultivation. 

 



He felt his body, his energy and vitality were incomparably full, his qi and blood were full, and his 

strength was strong. 

 

Ye Fan has gained a lot. Although he is a little regretful, he is not in a hurry, and there is time. 

 

"When I meet with Nalan, I will go to Wanzang Mountain to look for a peerless treasure. I guess that one 

step away, it should be energy, a huge incomparable energy, to help me promote to Dacheng 

Hegemony." 

 

"Peerless treasure medicine is really scarce, sisters need it, and I need it too; if I can find a secret cave 

and get the treasures of the ancestors, then it will be happy." 

 

Ye Fan sighed, as far as he is concerned, there is no shortage of cultivation methods and martial skills, 

and what he lacks is precious medicine resources. 

 

One way of cultivation is the accumulation of resources. 

 

It's like going to school in the secular world, you have to pay tuition, you can't afford it, and you can't 

enter the school. 

 

"I don't know how long it has been, and Beiliang City doesn't know how. Five freezing bombs should 

cause Zeus and the others a lot of trouble, at least they can kill a few false gods." 

 

Ye Fan thought secretly. 

 

At this time, outside Beiliang City, a large-scale memorial activity is being held. 

 

Since Ye Fan was not found after all the ice was excavated, Gai Jiuyou thought that Ye Fan was wiped 

out by Zeus and died in the country, so he carried out a memorial ceremony. 

 

On the head of the city gate, a white silk was hung. 

 



A mourning hall was arranged on the yellow sandy ground outside the city. Some soldiers knelt on the 

ground and burned paper. The yellow watch was flying in the sky, drifting away in the wind. 

 

"Sorrow, get up!" 

 

He Ning shouted. 

 

Suddenly, the sound of suona rose... 

 

This large-scale memorial ceremony shocked many people. The Northern Wilderness historical site 

thought it was a memorial to Grand Master Che Hao, but it was quickly discovered that something was 

wrong. 

 

It was not Cha Hao, but Ye Fan that was written on the elegiac couplet. 

 

Some ancient people actively inquired. 

 

shocked. 

 

It turned out that Tianjiao Ye Fan died for the country. 

 

This is a big earthquake. 

 

Because Ye Fan didn't fall to the Killing God Sect before, why did he die in the Northern Wilderness? 

 

Is it the same name and surname? 

 

Not alone? 

 



Using the relationship, the ancient people of the Northern Wilderness inquired some generals in Beiliang 

City and learned the ins and outs. 

 

This Ye Fan is that Ye Fan. 

 

Such as fake replacement. 

 

Arrived in Beiliang City three days ago, blocked Zeus and a group of false gods, bought precious time for 

Beiliang, and finally died in the country, song and tear. 

 

Later, Li Mo in the ancient city of the Northern Wilderness showed up and confirmed the matter. 

 

Countless warriors in the historic sites were moved by Ye Fan's deeds and selfless dedication. 

 

Ye Fan could leave and give up Beiliang City, but for the sake of Beiliang and the face of Xia, he did not 

escape. 

 

Fight against many false gods alone and die for the country. 

 

How tragic this is! 

 

Ye Fan's martyrdom had a huge impact on the historical sites of the Northern Wilderness, and it was 

positive. 

 

Some ancient tribes and hidden masters who had nothing to do with themselves have come forward 

one after another to participate in the crusade against the army of supernatural powers. 

 

The strength of the warrior army grew rapidly. 

 

... 



 

There are four ancient cities in the southeast, northwest and northwest among the historical sites of the 

Northern Wilderness. 

 

at this time. 

 

In the East City, a middle-aged woman walked out of the inn with a young girl. 

 

This is Nalanruo and Ye Ling'er. 

 

After receiving a message from Ye Fan, Nalanruo brought Ye Ling'er to the Northern Wilderness. 

 

These days, while staying with Ye Ling'er for a long time to see in the monuments, while waiting in the 

East City to meet with Ye Fan. 

 

However, he waited for the news of Ye Fan's fall. 

 

"Master, Ye Fan has fallen, so shall we go to Wanzang Mountain by ourselves?" Ye Linger asked. 

 

"There is something tricky." 

 

Nalanruo pondered. 

 

"The old monsters at the eight peaks didn't kill him before, but he killed all of them. That kid had a hard 

life, and this fall is also weird. I suspect he was not dead." 

 

"No, it's rumored that Beiliang City has launched a new type of weapon such as a freezing bomb, and a 

group of pseudo-gods have died. Can Ye Fan escape?" 

 



"No matter what, let's go to Luolongpo first. Now that Gai Jiuyou is coming to Beiliang City, if Ye Fan is 

still alive, he won't go to Beiliang City anymore, he will definitely come directly to Luolongpo." 

 

Another place in Dongcheng. 

 

A burly, bronze-skinned young man carrying a giant axe walked out of the retreat. 

 

"You won't die so easily." 

 

Bu Qianfan muttered to himself. 

 

As the first of the four great evildoers in the ancient relics of the Northern Wilderness, I once had a brief 

discussion with Ye Fan in the Northern Wilderness. 

 

He has been waiting for the opportunity to have a real fight with Ye Fan. 

 

"Huh? Qu Xiantian?" 

 

Bu Qianfan turned around, and in his sight, a young man in black came slowly. 

 

This person is Qu Xiantian, the son of Qu Taixu, one of the four evil evildoers. 

 

"Your father is trapped, why don't you go to the front line and still have your mind wandering here?" 

 

"The latest news is that my father caught Fengshen and it is safe to have hostages in his hands. The 

giants are trying to rendezvous with my father and negotiate with Qishen." Qu Xiantian said. 

 

"That's great." Bu Qianfan nodded. 

 

"Brother Ye has fallen, what do you think?" 



 

"Look with your eyes." 

 

Qu Xiantian was all thoughtful, and Bu Qianfan meant that seeing was believing, and Ye Fan might still 

be alive without even finding the corpse. 

 

Seeing Bu Qianfan drifting away, Qu Xian said behind him: "Are you going to Luolongpo, and then to 

Wanzang Mountain?" 

 

"Yes, my physical body has reached a bottleneck in cultivation, and I need a peerless medicine to help 

me break through." 

 

"It just so happens that my innate body has also encountered a bottleneck, let's go together." 

 

"random." 

 

The two left the East City one after the other, and rushed to Luolongpo like Nalanruo's master and 

apprentice. 

 

Among the ancient ruins, many geniuses and evildoers rushed to Luolongpo, because just last night, 

someone saw a bright brilliance burst out of Luolongpo. 

 

Flashed by. 

 

It is suspected that the giant treasure was born. 

 

After the news leaked, the genius evildoers became excited. In this troubled world, only strength is the 

king; and the important way to quickly increase strength is to obtain treasure, opportunity, and good 

luck. 

Chapter 806: Ye Hei 

Capital. 



 

Bianque Mansion. 

 

As Hou Ye, Tang Ying had very good news. He was stupid when he learned that Ye Fan died in his 

country. 

 

"Master Hou shouldn't worry. Master is an extraordinary person and won't fall easily. There must be 

something hidden." Bian Que was worried that Tang Ying's grief would worsen his injury and said that he 

was safe, but he was also panicked in his heart. 

 

Tang Ying didn't cry, she was very strong, she was very confident in Ye Fan, and she shouldn't have fallen 

so suddenly. 

 

But she didn't believe it, but the sisters didn't think so. 

 

Tang Ying knew that Su Muyu, Han Bing, Xia Yaoguang, and Yue Linglong were in Tianzun Mansion. 

 

He immediately contacted Elder Ge and asked Daxia Longge to block the news of Ye Fan's fall, and 

obtained Elder Ge's consent. 

 

Yue Linglong and the others have no contact with the Daxia martial arts world, as long as they don't take 

the initiative to tell them, they won't know. 

 

Kill Shenzong. 

 

An angry roar erupted at this moment, Wu Yinyang rushed out of the hall, and his breath exploded, 

shaking the world. 

 

"Ye Fan, you cheated me!" 

 

Wu Yin Yang is crazy. 



 

Because of Ye Fan, he had paid Xingtian 500 tons of resources for killing Shenzong, and now he knew it 

was in vain. 

 

"Sect Master calms down his anger." 

 

Wu Xingyun counseled: "No matter what, Ye Fan has fallen this time. Gai Jiuyou presided over the 

memorial ceremony. There will be no falsehood. You can assume that Ye Fan was beheaded when we 

killed Shenzong." 

 

Wu Yin and Yang were suffocated. 

 

For a long time, he took a deep breath and said: "You preside over the sect, I will go to the Northern 

Wilderness to take a look, it is very lively there, and I heard that a giant treasure was born in 

Luolongpo." 

 

Wu Xingyun said: "Luolongpo only young children can enter, isn't it?" 

 

Wu Yinyang snorted coldly: "When is the time now, the Northern Wilderness is in turmoil, who cares 

about these regulations. Besides, the Book Sage is no longer guarded by Longpo, and there is no block, 

so it's not easy to get in and out." 

 

"Well, then, be careful, Sect Master, the false gods of the Northern Wilderness are not trivial. Don't be 

careless if you are confronting each other." 

 

Wu Yinyang left soon. 

 

In addition to going to the Northern Wilderness to join in the fun, I still wanted to make sure about Ye 

Fan. 

 

He couldn't swallow this breath. 

 



If Ye Fan really fell, it would be fine; if it was a suspended animation like before, he would definitely kill 

Ye Fan. 

 

... 

 

Somewhere outside Beiliang City. 

 

Ye Fan appeared. 

 

Seeing the memorial ceremony from a distance, and seeing his name written on the elegiac couplet, he 

looked confused. 

 

"What's the situation with this special code!" 

 

"I haven't died yet, so I've arranged the memorial service, **** it!" 

 

Ye Fan's face was full of black lines. 

 

He was about to run to curse, but stopped, his eyes rolled and he decided not to expose it for the time 

being. 

 

There is no such person in the world, so he has no scruples when he does some things. 

 

"Gai Jiuyou, thank you mom and dad, and hope you will live a long life." 

 

Ye Fan quickly rushed to the Northern Wilderness monuments. 

 

He was not very ostentatious, but found some black fruits in the mountains, squeezed them into juice, 

dyed his silver hair black, and then made a hat. 

 



Only then rushed to the nearest ancient city, and it did not attract attention. 

 

Bought a golden silk mask and put it on, Ye Fan went to the restaurant where fish and dragons were 

mixed. 

 

I heard some warriors talk about it. 

 

"It's a pity, the extreme Tianjiao died young, it's sad." 

 

"Ye Fan died for his country, I respect him as a hero." 

 

"This glass of wine, toast him!" 

 

"Respect Ye Fan!" 

 

Many warriors were holding wine glasses with solemn expressions. 

 

Wow! 

 

Drinks spilled all over the ground. 

 

Ye Fan remained calm, but he was also quite proud. 

 

"Ye Fan killed a large number of false gods alone, and now it is said that there are only five false gods." 

 

"How do you know?" 

 

"My cousin is a half-step master, killing the enemy on the front line, so I am very well informed." 

 



"Zeus, the **** of water, the **** of light, the **** of air, and the **** of wind caught by Master Qu 

Taixu, just these five." 

 

Ye Fan secretly remembered in his heart. 

 

Zeus, the **** of water, and the **** of light fought diplomatically in Beiliang City, but the **** of wind 

and spirit did not. 

 

"Fengshen, control the wind; Qishen, do you control the qi? Air? Good guy, this looks like a stunning 

beauty." 

 

The warrior said again: "Now the situation is very complicated. The army continues to fight, and the 

giants are trying to find a way to rendezvous with Master Qu. Although Master Qu is out of trouble, he is 

seriously injured. , Can only hide in the territory occupied by the superpower army." 

 

"But with Fengshen in hand, Master Qu's safety is guaranteed. Don't worry." 

 

"..." 

 

Some people talked about the war, and Ye Fan didn't have much interest in this. 

 

There are only a few false gods, and if the giants of the monuments can't deal with it, then they will die. 

 

Ye Fan finished drinking and was about to leave, and then heard a martial artist said mysteriously: "I 

heard that there was a vision in Luolongpo, and a large number of genius evildoers rushed past, and it is 

suspected that a giant treasure was born." 

 

"Not only young children, but many older generations have also entered. The Book Sage no longer 

guards Luolongpo. Without the rules, anyone can enter Luolongpo." 

 

"Luolongpo must be very lively. If there is really a giant treasure, we will fight for it, I am afraid that the 

whole Luolongpo will be blown up." 



 

"Who said no, the Northern Wilderness is really messed up, alas..." 

 

Ye Fan walked out to visit silently. 

 

Before, he and Nalanruo agreed to meet in the historic site of East City, but now that news of his fall 

spreads, Nalanruo will definitely not wait for him, and should go to Luolongpo. 

 

Must be over as soon as possible. 

 

There is really a huge treasure, how can I miss it. 

 

"This little brother, please stay." 

 

Suddenly, a burly middle-aged man came with a scar on his forehead. 

 

Although it looks fierce and evil, the look in his eyes is very gentle, and he smiles: "Little brother, my 

name is Hao Yun. These are my brothers and sisters. We belong to a mercenary group." 

 

Ye Fan glanced at it. There were only eleven members in this mercenary group, but the overall strength 

was good. 

 

There are three grand masters. 

 

There are five half-step masters, and the rest are warriors at the peak of inner strength. 

 

Especially this team leader, Hao Yun, is the Second Layer of the Transformation Realm, and can be 

regarded as a great master. 

 

The strength of this mercenary group belongs to the upper middle class. 



 

"Something?" 

 

"I think the little brother has an extraordinary temperament, and he must be a genius." 

 

"That's it." 

 

"Little brother, should we go to Luolongpo, let's go too, why not go together?" 

 

Hao Yun made an invitation. 

 

Ye Fan looked at Hao Yun deeply, and he didn't find any tricky in his eyes. 

 

Of course, even if these people are careful, he can slap to death. 

 

Hao Yun saw that Ye Fan did not respond for a long time, and said, "Little brother, don’t think about it. . 

So if we encounter danger, we can push sideways." 

 

"In order to show my sincerity, I will provide the joint attack formation to the little brother, you first 

understand." 

 

Hao Yun handed a sheepskin roll to Ye Fan. 

 

The other members of the mercenary team were a bit dissatisfied, but didn't say anything. They 

respected Hao Yun, the captain. 

 

Ye Fan looked at the parchment scroll and determined that it was a 12-player combined attack 

formation, and it was still a good formation, and he readily agreed. 

 

"Okay, let's go together." 



 

"I don't know the name of the little brother?" 

 

"My name is Ye Hei." 

 

"Ye Hei?" 

 

"Haha, because of my long black hair, I named it Ye Hei." 

 

Hao Yun laughed, and brought Ye Fan to the convoy, letting Ye Fan choose one to ride. 

 

In the main car, a young woman in uniform asked: "Captain, are you too rash?" 

 

Hao Yun said, "No, Ye Hei is very extraordinary. I have an intuition, at least as strong as mine." 

 

"No way." 

 

"In the restaurant, I have been paying attention to him; although he is well hidden, his temperament 

cannot be changed. Ye Hei is either a genius evildoer, or a strong background. No matter what, we have 

a good relationship with him. It’s good for us." 

 

Everyone suddenly realized. 

 

Hao Yun said: "Okay, let everyone cheer up and be on guard. Don't forget that the Shark Carving 

Mercenary Team is also at the Northern Wilderness Historic Site. We are deadly rivals with the Shark 

Carving. If we encounter a big battle, it is inevitable." 

Chapter 807: Giant treasure advancement 

Not long after leaving the ancient city, the convoy was attacked. 

 

Ye Fan was meditating. 



 

The roar of the collision awakened him. Looking through the car window, a group of people were 

fighting together. 

 

"Hey, what are you doing in a daze, come out quickly and prepare to form a combined attack 

formation." The woman in military uniform complained. 

 

"Oh." 

 

Ye Fan got out of the car slowly and glanced at the battlefield. It was another mercenary group. 

 

That mercenary team has a half-step giant, three half-step grandmasters, and the others are all inner 

strength warriors. 

 

The top strength is stronger, and the overall strength is similar on both sides. 

 

The three masters of Hao Yun besieged the half-step giant. 

 

The fight is hard to distinguish. 

 

The woman in military uniform said, "That's the Shark Carving Mercenary Team, our mortal enemy. I 

didn't expect to be spotted so quickly. What a **** thing." 

 

"Shark Eagle?" 

 

Ye Fan twitched at the corner of his mouth and actually took such a name. It was really a sand sculpture. 

 

"That was the captain of the Shark Carving Mercenary Team. I didn't expect to be promoted to a half-

step giant; if only so, the captain and the two big brothers can resist, but..." 

 



"His body is also very strong." Ye Fan answered, "The body of the Shark Carving Captain should be 

equivalent to the first level of horizontal training master, the point of copper skin and iron bones." 

 

"Your eyesight is amazing." The woman in uniform looked at Ye Fangao and urged: "Come here quickly, 

form a joint attack formation, and solve the shark eagle as soon as possible." 

 

"team leader." 

 

The woman shouted. 

 

Hao Yun screamed and shook Captain Shark back, and then 11 people gathered. 

 

"Brother Ye, you are not yet familiar with the combined attacking method, and you don't know how to 

use it. If you can trust me, you will act as the front and do nothing." 

 

Don't understand the formation? 

 

The combined attack formation method is not profound, Ye Fan remembered it at a glance, and after a 

little evolution in his mind a few times, he could use it like a fish in water. 

 

But Ye Fan was too lazy to spend his tongue. 

 

"I'll just do it, hurry up and start, I'm still in a hurry." 

 

"good." 

 

Hao Yun surrounded Ye Fan with 11 people. 

 

When the joint attack formation was activated, Ye Fan only felt that he had become the core, and the 

pressure was doubled. 



 

"Sure enough, this kid has a deep background. He may be the second-level master of the transformation 

realm, and is at the same level as mine, otherwise it would be impossible to withstand the pressure of 

the moment." 

 

Hao Yun secretly smacked his tongue, this combined attack formation requires a strong formation to 

maintain. 

 

Except for him, no one in the mercenary team has the ability to do battle. 

 

But if he came to make the formation eye, the other people's attacks would be weak; now that Ye Fan 

can do the formation eye, Hao Yun is very excited, so that he can fully control the formation and defeat 

the Shark Eagle Captain. 

 

Ye Fan watched quietly. 

 

Although he could solve the accident with one finger and one second, he decided not to take action. 

 

It's not a kind of tempering to appreciate the various states of life. 

 

The 11 people worked very hard, desperately, doing their best, which made Ye Fan very moved. 

 

The Shark Eagle Captain's strength exceeded Hao Yun's expectations, and he couldn't attack for a long 

time, making Hao Yun very anxious. 

 

Because teammates can't hold on for long. 

 

"Bengshan Fist." 

 

Hao Yun roared, and Lianhe made a full blow with all the forces. 

 



Captain Shark Diao laughed and roared: "Hao Yun, are you at this level? That's a pity, you are on the 

road today." 

 

"Drive me." 

 

Captain Shark slapped out a palm, and Gang Qi turned into a big knife, blasting the fists open. 

 

"Gang Qi transforms into form!" Hao Yun's eyes widened, "You are only a half-step giant, how can you 

transform from poisonous gas into form." 

 

"Hahaha, stupid and ignorant. The half-step giant has already made some simple gang gasifications. Hao 

Yun, you can't beat me, everything is over." 

 

The captain of the shark eagle pinched the seal, and the qi turned into a shadow of a big mountain, 

falling from the sky. 

 

Puff puff. 

 

Everyone spurted blood. 

 

Ye Fan saw that the bones of the woman in the uniform next to him were about to be crushed to pieces, 

and he sighed. 

 

The pressure disappeared, everyone heaved a sigh of relief. 

 

Captain Shark Eagle was horrified and shouted: "Who is it! Who will make another move!" 

 

Hao Yun took the opportunity to clasp his fists and shouted at the sky: "Senior, you owe me a favor, and 

please help me kill this officer." 

 



When Captain Shark Eagle heard this, he was so frightened that he stood upright and fled without 

looking back. 

 

"Captain, wait for me." 

 

The teammates were shocked and followed. 

 

Ye Fan did not stop them, the weak and the strong, the law of the jungle, he took action to help Hao Yun 

to get out of the siege, it was enough; he had no reason to deal with Captain Shark, and no grievances, 

no reason. 

 

"call." 

 

Seeing the people from the Shark Carving Mercenary Team fled, everyone breathed a sigh of relief. 

 

Everyone looked at each other, not knowing why. 

 

"What happened just now, who did it?" 

 

"Who knows." 

 

"Able to quietly and instantly break Captain Shark's knack, at least it is a half-step giant, or even a 

predecessor of the giant!" 

 

Everyone patted their chests, there was a kind of joy after the disaster. 

 

"Captain, your name is really too far away, we really had good luck." 

 

"Uh, yeah." 

 



Hao Yun smiled awkwardly. 

 

At this moment, Ye Fan got in the car and shouted: "If you are all right, hurry up." 

 

The woman in military uniform raised her brows and said dissatisfied: "This guy is really, and he didn't 

help in any way. He even yelled and made us look like his servants." 

 

"Don't say that, not everyone can do the same. Brother Ye has helped us a lot. Don't delay, get in the 

car." Hao Yun smiled, and he looked suspiciously at the car where Ye Fan was. . 

 

Could it be Ye Hei who made the shot just now? Impossible, how can there be such a young giant. 

 

Yes, that is Ye Fan. 

 

But Ye Fan has already been martyred and is holding a memorial ceremony. 

 

after one day. 

 

The convoy stopped. 

 

The woman in military uniform pulled the car door and shouted, "Hey, there is Luolongpo ahead. The 

convoy stopped here. How long are you still sleeping?" 

 

Ye Fan opened his eyes and let out a spit of air. 

 

sleep? 

 

He is not in this mood. 

 

Along the way, he was motionless, meditating, comprehending the true meaning of martial arts. 



 

"Brother Ye, you didn't come out this day, and you didn't eat or drink, so what's the matter? I will leave 

you barbecue." 

 

"No, I'm not hungry." 

 

Ye Fan smiled, Hao Yun was a nice person. 

 

"Luolongpo has arrived. Let's make a difference. There will be a period later." 

 

"Eh……" 

 

What the woman in military uniform was about to say, Ye Fan was already submerged in the dense 

forest. 

 

"Who is it, there is no politeness at all!" 

 

"Okay, okay, people are great princes, great geniuses, arrogance is affirmation, we are just people of the 

wild, the status is not equal." A man laughed, very optimistic, very cheerful. 

 

"Cut, I hope that in Luolongpo, he was beaten with a bruised nose and swollen face. By then, there will 

be no arrogance." The woman in uniform snorted and stomped her foot. 

 

... 

 

Ye Fan and Hao Yun's mercenary team mingled together, just to take a ride and not bother to fly in the 

air. 

 

This was just an episode, Ye Fan didn't care about it at all. 

 



He came to Luolongpo. 

 

In sight, warriors entered in twos and threes, and even fierce beasts flew into the sky. 

 

Ye Fan saw the small bamboo house. 

 

The book saint is gone. 

 

"boom!" 

 

Suddenly, there was a loud noise in Luolongpo. 

 

Immediately afterwards. 

 

A bright brilliance rushed out of the clouds. 

 

Ye Fan's pupils contracted, and such a big movement is definitely a treasure of heaven and earth. 

 

"Roar." 

 

A beast emperor smashed into Luolongpo. 

 

In less than a minute, several old men turned into streamers and rushed in. 

 

There are young evildoers coming from riding a mount. 

 

Have…… 

 

The sky and the earth are boiling. 



 

Ye Fan shrank into an inch, teleported, and entered the canyon passage. 

 

"Did I get dazzled just now? How do I feel that someone has passed by." 

 

"I feel it too." 

 

"It's not dazzling, it's true, it's the strong, it's definitely the top strong." 

 

"Chong Chong Chong, big guys eat meat, we can have some soup." 

 

A large number of warriors and fierce beasts poured in. 

 

Luolongpo, the fierce bone formation side, has become a mess. 

 

just now. 

 

There was a sudden explosion in the center of the Bone Array, and a beam of brilliance rose to the sky. 

 

The strong came, but couldn't get close for a while, that ray of energy was too powerful. 

 

"It's such a strong pressure and impact. The warriors below the grandmaster and the fierce beasts below 

the Beastmaster retreat. You will die if you step into the range." 

 

A giant shouted. 

 

"This is a test!" 

 



"Those who have the ability to get the huge treasure can only go to the center to win the huge treasure 

if they can withstand the pressure and impact." 

 

"Who shoots who!" 

 

A group of figures rushed into the energy range zone, many old monsters, but more young genius 

evildoers. 

 

Everyone is reckless. 

 

Bite the scalp and rush. 

 

Such a strong energy emission is enough to show that the central treasure is shocking the world. 

 

If anyone can get it, wouldn't it be invincible in the world! 

Chapter 808: Bloody Lord 

Ye Fan hurried to the White Bone Array, and a dense group of people had entered the energy range. 

 

From the outside to the central zone, it is about one kilometer; there is already a strong presence 

halfway forward. 

 

"What a strong energy." 

 

Ye Fan's body is very sensitive to energy, and he immediately made some judgments. 

 

"Without the peak strength, it is impossible to go to the central area. Of course, some powerful secret 

techniques also have a supporting effect, but they can't be killed by a stick." 

 

After Ye Fan's words fell, he saw a young evildoer shouting at a distance of three hundred meters. 

 



The evildoer's pressure dropped sharply, and he ran wildly, moving forward a hundred meters in the 

blink of an eye, and then the speed slowed down. 

 

"Drive me." 

 

On the other side, a treasure knife in the hands of an evildoer opened up a vacuum zone, and he 

stepped forward and advanced several tens of meters. 

 

The fierce beasts are not to be outdone, especially the beast king, who has a strong body and sufficient 

energy and blood. It has a big advantage over humans and runs rampant. 

 

Among the first batch of existence, two-thirds of them are fierce beasts. 

 

"It's true that the Eight Immortals cross the sea to show their magical powers. This is not only a 

competition of the flesh, but also a competition of the secret skills, and even later, it is a competition of 

willpower." 

 

"This is really a big test." 

 

"Or..." Ye Fan's eyes flickered, "This is a god-given practice field." 

 

"what?" 

 

Suddenly, Ye Fan found acquaintances, Qu Xiantian and Bu Qianfan. 

 

Ye Fan paid attention for a while, and nodded secretly: "Bu Qianfan has swallowed a peerless medicine, 

reborn, and his body is already strong; Qu Xiantian seems to be cultivating a system, which is incredible. 

The two are fighting steadily, and they are about to rush to 400 meters with their body. , This is much 

better than those evildoers just now." 

 

Everyone with a discerning eye knows that premature use of martial arts can only show that the physical 

quality is not enough, and it will definitely be poor in the future. 



 

"Wow, such a beautiful lady." 

 

"Ice-cold and noble, I like this, and I'm still a master." 

 

"I'm afraid she is only twenty years old." 

 

"I don't know which ancient clan or sect's evildoer?" 

 

Ye Fan looked at it, and was very surprised. 

 

"Ling'er!" 

 

"If Nalan brings Ling'er over, it's okay, it needs some experience." 

 

"It should have been not long after breaking through the Grandmaster. When I passed through the 

valley, I was only a half-step Grandmaster." 

 

Ye Fan saw that Ye Ling'er didn't rush into the energy field, but realized something quietly on the edge. 

 

here. 

 

The bells rang, dangdangdang, resounding through the world. 

 

In the sky, three fierce beasts white feathers flying horse drawn a beautiful and gorgeous convertible. 

 

On the chariot, leaning against a handsome young man, wearing a blood-red robe and a jade collar 

around his neck, he dressed very strangely. 

 



On the left and right sides of the car, there were beautiful women standing on each side. 

 

These two women are both dressed as maids, but they are both masters. 

 

Good guys. 

 

Everyone was shocked, and even used the grand master as a maid, what is the origin of this young man. 

 

"Uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu." 

 

A high-ranking beastmaster flew from a distance to enter the energy field. 

 

This breath shocked Baiyu Pegasus. 

 

The car shook for a while. 

 

Displeasure appeared on the handsome young man's face. 

 

The two grandmaster maids were furious and shouted: "I'm disturbed by my son, don't get out and 

apologize." 

 

The Beastmaster is equivalent to the Grandmaster, and the high-level Beastmaster is equivalent to the 

second-tier Grandmaster of the Transformation Realm. 

 

Because the fierce beast is more talented than humans, this high-level beast king is comparable to a 

half-step grandmaster giant. 

 

At this moment, being scolded by two Grand Masters of the First Stage, the High Beast King said angrily: 

"Humans, looking for death!" 

 



The beast king grabbed his paws and wanted to blast the two women. 

 

The two women were not afraid, they joined forces, and their combat power doubled. The sword qi 

stabbed the paw of the beast king, and the sky was blood-stained. 

 

"Roar." 

 

The Beastmaster was extremely angry. 

 

So many people below were watching, and he was injured by two women. Didn't this make him shame, 

how could he mix up if he didn't eat these two women? 

 

"Die." 

 

Serious high-ranking beast kings can't be dealt with by two women. 

 

at this time. 

 

The handsome young man on the chariot snorted coldly: "My son's maid, you even a little Beastmaster 

dare to move, are you tired and crooked?" 

 

"Boy, with your words, you are destined to be eaten by this king." 

 

"The flat-haired beast dared to be presumptuous." 

 

The handsome young man got up, stood on the chariot, and took the sword handed over by the maid. 

 

Cut it with one sword. 

 

"puff!" 



 

The claws of the higher Beastmaster were cut off. 

 

Before the Beastmaster could react, the second sword came, too fast, incredible. 

 

"puff!" 

 

The dignified high beast king was split in half and fell from the air. 

 

The world is dead. 

 

The people watching below and the fierce beasts were stunned. 

 

This is a high-ranking beast king who is comparable to a half-step giant. It was cut with a single sword? 

 

What is the strength of the young man? 

 

Young giants? ! 

 

"Step aside." 

 

The maid drank tenderly. 

 

The crowd dispersed, and the chariot landed slowly. 

 

The young man walked out and said lightly: "I'm afraid you don't recognize me. This son has been 

cultivating, and he was born a while ago. My name is blood jade." 

 



"Your name is Blood Jade!" At this moment, an old man just rushed over. Hearing this, his eyes lit up, 

"You are the grandson of the blood demon!" 

 

"good." 

 

Young Master Xueyu nodded, his expression arrogant. 

 

Suddenly, in the crowd, a warrior whispered: "Blood Demon, is it the old monster that was beheaded by 

Ye Fan." 

 

"Um?" 

 

Young Master Xueyu suddenly looked back, his eyes locked and murderous. 

 

"Disrespect to my grandpa, die!" 

 

A pointing light flew away, and the martial artist's eyebrows didn't penetrate, and he died on the spot. 

 

Domineering and cruel. 

 

Everyone dared not discuss it. 

 

"Listen to me, my grandfather didn't kill Ye Fan's trash. That trash was just using a fierce land." 

 

"Originally, I was born to kill Ye Fan, but that waste was killed by a mere pseudo-god, which is really 

embarrassing." 

 

In the crowd, Ye Fan sneered in his heart. 

 



This Young Master Blood Jade was crazy, and he was included in the beating list, looking for a chance to 

beat him up. 

 

Young Master Xueyu didn’t know that he was already in a crisis. He proudly said: “Although my 

grandfather has unfortunately fallen, the strength of my blood family is still not allowed to offend. For 

decades, my blood family has been hidden, and today I appear in Here, it means that from now on, my 

blood family will return to the martial arts world." 

 

Just now the old man smiled and said: "Well, your grandfather and I have dealt with and know the 

strength of your blood family. Your father is also a ruthless man, a peak giant. I didn’t expect you to be 

even more enchanting, and you will become a giant at a young age. It's really awesome!" 

 

Sure enough, it is a giant. 

 

The realm was confirmed, and everyone looked at Young Master Xueyu with awe. 

 

Ye Fan also had to admire that this **** jade son was an enchanting... No, it could be called a Tianjiao. 

 

You know, so far, his martial arts realm is only the second level of the transformation realm, and he has 

not become a giant. 

 

However, Ye Fan was not discouraged, Young Master Xueyu was older than him, and he was not fully 

developed. 

 

He is taking a comprehensive road, and the speed will definitely be slower, but the advantage is that it is 

invincible at the same level. 

 

"Blood jade, try it in the restricted area. Your blood family’s body refining secret technique "Blood 

Demon Body", I don’t know which level you have cultivated to? The reason why your grandfather 

changed his name to the blood demon is to cultivate the blood demon body to the first level. Six floors, 

unmatched vertically and horizontally." 

 

The old man revealed another important news. 



 

"Blood demon body? No wonder it was difficult to kill the old blood demon when fighting the old blood 

demon. It turned out to be a treasure body." 

 

"It's worthy of being an ancient family, and the background is profound." 

 

"However, no matter what your body is, it can't compare to my domineering body." 

 

Ye Fan was very confident, his Tyrant Body Art was infinitely mysterious, and he was not comparable to 

the blood demon body. 

 

Young Master Xueyu smiled and said: "I have achieved some success with the Blood Demon. I won't talk 

about the specific level of my cultivation. I will enter the energy field later, and the old gentleman 

should be able to guess it." 

 

"It seems that you are very sure, the central giant treasure, are you sure to win?" 

 

"It should be mine." 

 

The son of Blood Jade was so arrogant that many evildoers in the energy field could no longer listen. 

 

Turning their heads one by one, their eyes sharp. 

 

"what?" 

 

Young Master Xueyu was about to enter the energy field, and suddenly found Ye Ling'er who was not far 

away closing his eyes and comprehending the energy field. 

 

Ye Ling'er at this moment looked noble and holy against the light of the energy field. 

 



In addition, she has this cold temperament and exquisite appearance, making her like a fairy who does 

not eat the fireworks in the world. 

 

Young Master Xueyu flashed his eyes and walked over... 

 

"Da Ling'er's idea?" Ye Fan's face sank, a trace of hostility flashed deep in his eyes, and he murmured, "I 

only wanted to beat and beat, but now it seems that I have to add something." 

Chapter 809: Enter the energy field 

"This young lady, dare to ask about her name?" Young Master Xueyu asked with a smile. 

 

Ye Ling'er ignored it and didn't even open his eyes. 

 

Young Master Xueyu frowned, and said, "Miss, is this feeling the energy intensity of the energy field? It 

doesn't have to be that way. If Miss wants to enter, this Young Master will take you straight to the 

central area and let you see the giant treasure." 

 

At this moment, Ye Ling'er opened his eyes. 

 

Upon seeing this, Young Master Xueyu thought Ye Ling'er had agreed, and stretched out his hand to 

shake hands, but found that Ye Ling'er was expressionless and walked into the energy field without 

saying a word, just ignoring it. 

 

This made Young Master Xueyu's hand froze in the air. 

 

The maid was furious and stopped drinking: "Stop, my son is asking questions, haven't you heard me." 

 

Ye Linger continued to move. 

 

"court death." 

 

The maid drew the sword. 



 

"Retreat." Young Master Xueyu sipped, then looked at Ye Ling'er, not angry, and more interested. 

 

After enjoying the obedience, a cold and arrogant and beautiful woman appeared, which greatly 

increased the interest of Young Master Xueyu and became even more coveted. 

 

Ye Fan expressed his silent condolences to Young Master Xueyu. 

 

Even if he didn't take Ye Ling'er's idea, Nalanruo would let him know what a surprise is. 

 

The strength of Tongyougu is powerful and scary. 

 

There are three peak giants, Nalanruo, the elder and the grandmother, and the old woman is even more 

unfathomable. 

 

The peak master of Hongchen Peak is not far from the Red Carp breaking through to the peak giant, that 

is, the four peak giants. 

 

This lineup is enough to stand proudly in the martial arts world. 

 

Does the Blood Family have four peak giants? 

 

not necessarily. 

 

This Young Master Blood provoke Ye Ling'er, purely for death. 

 

Ye Ling'er advanced 200 meters and stopped. 

 

She is just a grandmaster of the first realm, and she has just broken through, this should be her limit. 

 



But Ye Fan found that Ye Ling'er sat down, motionless as if an old monk had entered concentration. 

 

"Yes, Ling'er is very talented. This is to use the energy of the energy field to temper his body." 

 

"Could it be that Nalanruo passed Ling'er the secret body refining method? Nalanruo's physical body is 

very strong, and he has eaten extremely yin fish, but is extremely yin and cold." 

 

Among the people Ye Fan had met, Nalanruo was strong enough to rank in the forefront. 

 

The thirty-six-year-old pinnacle tycoon has cultivated a very cold body and a great achievement in the 

sword of emotionlessness. This is definitely a suffocating talent. 

 

"Look, Young Master Blood Jade is here." 

 

Someone shouted. 

 

All eyes fell on Young Master Xueyu, only to see him strolling in the garden, easily to 200 meters, beside 

Ye Ling'er. 

 

"Girl, are you sure you don't go to the central zone with me? Don't worry, I will protect you, and the 

energy will not hurt you." 

 

"no need." 

 

Ye Linger finally spoke, without opening his eyes, spit out three words indifferently. 

 

"Well, when I get the giant treasure, I'll show it to you." 

 

Boy Xueyu is very arrogant, confident and confident. 

 



300 meters. 

 

400 meters. 

 

500 meters. 

 

In one minute, Young Master Xueyu walked half of the distance, very silky, without a slight pause. 

 

In this state, many geniuses and evildoers are beyond the reach of the dust, and they are hit hard. 

 

The gap is too big. 

 

At this time, Qu Xiantian and Bu Qianfan were more than six hundred meters away, and their 

expressions were solemn when seeing Young Master Xueyu so relaxed. 

 

"Since troubled times, all the arrogances of Xue Zang have come out." Qu Xiantian sighed. 

 

"It's okay, we don't want to get the Central Giant Treasure. We are not a giant yet, even if we get it, we 

can't go out. Use the energy of this energy field to temper the body and sharpen the will. This is a god-

given training ground. It is rare. Time. Once Prince Blood Jade takes away the giant treasure, the energy 

field may disappear." 

 

Bu Qianfan's goals are very clear from beginning to end. Such a person has unlimited future 

achievements, because he has a clear heart, knows what he wants, and strives for his goals. 

 

"You are right." 

 

Qu Xiantian nodded, his eyes flashing with confidence. 

 

"If my innate true body is great, if your physical body breaks through, we will also have giant-level 

combat power, which can also be called a tianjiao." 



 

"In this chaotic world, there are countless geniuses and many evildoers. Only when you step into the 

threshold of Tianjiao and become a young giant can you have the hope of becoming the hegemon of 

heaven and earth." 

 

"Unfortunately……" 

 

Speaking of this, a trace of sadness flashed across Qu Xiantian's face and sighed: "If you want to talk 

about Tianjiao, in my opinion, Brother Ye deserves to be the number one arrogant, what kind of son is 

Blood Jade." 

 

Bu Qianfan said: "Don't say more, concentrate on cultivating." 

 

The two of them continued to move forward steadily. They had never used the secret technique of 

Secret Learning, and carried them completely with their bodies. This caused the two of them to tremble 

constantly and even suffered some damage. 

 

This is what they hope. Physical cultivation is inherently cruel, and it takes countless blows to be reborn 

from the ashes. 

 

"Look, Young Master Xueyu has already walked 600 meters. It seems that he is still very relaxed, but the 

speed is slower." 

 

"Strong strong." 

 

"How can it be easier than some giants, can it be that this is the power of that blood monster." 

 

The people on the sidelines are incredible. 

 

The old man stroked his beard and nodded to himself, "Good boy, I am afraid that the blood demons 

have reached the fourth level, which is amazing. His father's age was only to the third level. It is really 

blue than blue." 



 

"The fourth-level blood demon body is already comparable to the physical body of the second-level 

Heng Lian master, with copper skin and iron bones, and the internal organs have been polished." 

 

"However, the blood demon body alone should not be able to get to the center, and you still need to 

perform its unique skills in the back. This energy field is very powerful, what kind of treasure is it on 

earth." 

 

Although the old man is not the pinnacle giant, but the middle and high-level giants are very strong. 

 

Originally came to grab the treasure. 

 

But looking at it now, there are more and more strong people, and once the treasure is won, it will 

become the target of public criticism. 

 

Moreover, he robbed the giant treasure, which will make the blood jade son dissatisfied. 

 

He knew the strength of the blood family, and it was more meaningful to make friends with the 

powerful ancient clan in this troubled time. 

 

"Well, for the sake of having a little friendship with the Gorefiend, I will protect you, and help you win 

the giant treasure and leave this place smoothly." 

 

The old man stood with his hand in his hand, standing on the edge of the energy field, looking like an 

expert. 

 

Ye Fan saw everything in his eyes. 

 

Give the giant treasure to Young Master Blood Jade? 

 

What a joke. 



 

He waited for a while and found no Tianjiao appeared, so he walked into the energy field and 

deliberately approached Ye Linger's side. 

 

Because Ye Fan's dress was a bit different, with thick black hair and a golden silk mask, he immediately 

attracted some people's attention. 

 

Although Ye Fan could easily rush to the front, he did not intend to be the first bird. 

 

With so many giants present, there may be some old monsters hidden around, and the giant treasure is 

a hot potato. 

 

Although Ye Fan wasn't afraid, he didn't need to bother him, so he asked Young Master Xue to pretend 

to be garlic; wouldn't it be better to grab Young Master Blood directly at that time. 

 

Although the blood family is powerful, all the people present are ruthless people, it is impossible for the 

blood jade son to leave so easily. 

 

Ten thousand steps back and said, if the grandmaster giants don't take action, those beast kings will 

definitely attack them in groups, and they don't care about **** families. 

 

Ye Fan walked very slowly, feeling the energy. 

 

Because the speed is too slow, the people who are concerned lose patience and think that it is just an 

ordinary commodity. 

 

"Captain, isn't that Ye Hei." 

 

"Yes, it's him." 

 

The Hao Yun mercenary team arrived. 



 

The woman in military uniform laughed and said, "Huh, I think he is so arrogant. I didn't expect to walk 

so slowly. I guess he can walk 200 meters in the sky, which is worse than that iceberg beauty." 

Chapter 810: Look at 

"Hey, look at the masked young man. He has stopped for three to five minutes. He has only walked 150 

meters. Isn't it possible?" 

 

"The temperament looks really good, I thought it was a superb, but I didn't expect it to be mysterious, 

strong in the outside world." 

 

"It doesn't work." 

 

Many people pointed to Ye Fan. 

 

Hao Yun was puzzled. Shouldn't the strength of "Ye Hei" just go to 150 meters? 

 

In fact, Ye Fan was feeling energy. 

 

At the same time, he secretly used the Devouring Method to see if he could absorb the energy. 

 

The result: it can be swallowed. 

 

However, the devouring force was not very large, but this was a surprise to Ye Fan. 

 

"With the domineering body and the devouring method, I can walk to the central area without much 

difficulty. For others, the energy field is difficult and difficult, and for me, here is like a fish in water." 

 

Maybe you can take the giant treasure, and then pit a wave of giants and beast kings in this energy field. 

 

Ye Fan thought to himself. 



 

He opened his eyes, started to move, and soon came to Ye Ling'er. 

 

"It's a strong cold air. It seems that Nalan Ruo really gave Ling'er a secret body refining method to 

cultivate extremely cold body." 

 

"Nalanruo is pretty good to Ling'er, and he gave everything to him, but..." 

 

"Ruthless Tao, after all, it is too cruel." 

 

Ye Fan still wanted to recover Ye Ling'er in the future, even if it was mandatory, he didn't hesitate to do 

so. My aunt knew, and I must have hoped that he would do it. 

 

keep going. 

 

300 meters. 

 

400 meters. 

 

500 meters. 

 

Ye Fan once again attracted attention, being able to reach 500 meters is already very good, surpassing 

two-thirds of people and fierce beasts. 

 

Those people who looked down on Ye Fan before closed their mouths. 

 

"Fake it! I stopped at 150 meters for so long, and it took so little time to walk to 500 meters, how does it 

feel unrealistic." 

 

"Is Ye Hei cheating?" 



 

The woman in military uniform was very upset, blushing, and very upset. 

 

Hao Yun said: "This is his true background, but 500 meters should be at the limit. You can continue to 

walk tens of meters in the sky, and it will definitely not exceed 600 meters." 

 

The woman in military uniform hummed again: "Even if it's useful to walk 600 meters, the strong head is 

already at 800 meters. This is the gap." 

 

At this moment, Ye Fan sat cross-legged. 

 

Hao Yun said: "Sure enough, this is the limit." 

 

"Cut." The woman in military uniform rolled her eyes and did not pay attention to Ye Fan anymore. 

 

850 meters away. 

 

There are three figures, Young Master Blood Jade, an old monster, and a Beast King. 

 

Not to mention the old monster and the beast emperor, but the **** arrogance is surrounded by the 

blood jade son. 

 

This is the revealing power of the Gorefiend. 

 

In addition, Young Master Xueyu performed a defensive skill, with an aperture floating above his head, 

slowly rotating, helping him to share some pressure and impact. 

 

But even so. 

 



Young Master Xueyu also walked very hard, very slowly, his face flushed, and his forehead burst into 

blue veins. 

 

The energy was wave after wave, as if the waves hit them; at the same time, there was this terrifying 

pressure above, suppressed. 

 

"what!" 

 

The son of Blood Jade screamed wildly. 

 

The jade collar on his neck was a brilliant masterpiece, bursting out a strong qi and blood, splitting a 50-

meter vacuum zone. 

 

Huh! 

 

Young Master Xueyu seized the opportunity and rushed for 900 meters, leading the higher beast king 

and the old monster. 

 

However. 

 

Next second. 

 

Young Master Xueyu let out a scream, his seven orifices bleed, and he fell to the ground, holding his 

head. 

 

This change shocked everyone. 

 

The old monster and the higher beast emperor behind were startled, their footsteps stopped, and they 

dared not move forward. 

 



"Sure enough, it tests the physical body and faculty. Starting from 900 meters, it tests the spirit and 

will." 

 

Ye Fan looked at Young Master Xueyu from a distance, thoughtfully. 

 

That energy must have impacted the blood of Young Master Xue Jade's brain, and this caused Young 

Master Xue Jade to be embarrassed. 

 

But I was not prepared just now. 

 

In just one minute, Young Master Xueyu slowed down, gradually stabilizing his mind, his mental power 

hit the cohesion, and resisted the energy wave. 

 

"It's a terrible energy field, which tests all aspects of the physical body, faculty, and will. Only the 

omnipotent evildoer is worthy of the central giant." 

 

"I'm so looking forward to it now, what exactly is that giant treasure?" 

 

"Definitely an invincible soldier!" 

 

"Not necessarily, maybe it's Treasure Cave Mansion?" 

 

"Anyway, we little people, just wait and see quietly. If the big guys have a good heart, maybe they will 

save some soup for us to suck." 

 

... 

 

Ye Fan ignored the others, he sat down cross-legged, let go of his body and mind, without any obstacles, 

letting the energy waves hit her body again and again. 

 

boom! 



 

boom! 

 

boom! 

 

With every bombardment, Ye Fan could feel the flesh and blood being torn apart. 

 

"Lack of energy, if there are many treasures, you can eat and repair it." 

 

Ye Fan felt regret. 

 

The flesh is torn and then repaired. This repeated process will naturally increase the strength of the 

flesh. 

 

Ordinary people practice muscles in this way: every mechanical exercise is aimed at tearing the muscle 

fibers, and then supplementing nutrients to wait for it to heal. Gradually, repeatedly, the muscles will 

increase. 

 

At 500 meters, it would normally not have a big impact on Ye Fan; but Ye Fan voluntarily reduced the 

strength of his body, and his flesh and blood functions had all converged. 

 

The current physical body can be injured even by the Grandmaster of the first stage. 

 

This is the magical effect of the overlord body. 

 

The more you cultivate to a deeper level, the more you can control your body. 

 

Human beings are in heaven and earth, and the body is fundamental. 

 



Complete control of one's body is a great realm, and most people can't reach it without the super 

cultivation method, but Ye Fan has hope to achieve it because he has mastered the Tyrant Body Art. 

 

Time seems to pass very slowly all of a sudden. 

 

Every second is like a year. 

 

In a quarter of an hour, the Bloody Jade Master only moved 10 meters, and the old monster and the 

Beast King in the rear had reached 899 meters, and the last step was not to step in. 

 

Mental shock is no small matter. 

 

A little carelessness will cause serious injury, and it is an indelible injury. I don't want to be able to 

recover from physical injuries. 

 

They were brewing, waiting for a suitable opportunity; some people speculated that they were waiting 

for Young Master Blood Jade to get the giant treasure, and then **** it, so there was no need to take 

the risk and move on. 

 

"Is Young Master Xueyu stupid, under pressure, risking injury to seize the giant treasure, the group of 

powerful people behind are watching and preparing to snatch, he can't keep it alone." 

 

"Isn't there that old man? He has friendship with the blood family and should protect the way for the 

blood jade son." 

 

"But after all, it's just two people. There are so many strong people in the energy field. I suspect that 

there are strong people hidden in the dark. The two of them can't fight so many." 

 

"Who knows, since Young Master Xueyu dared to do this, he must have confidence." 

 

Time passed like a white horse, one hour later. 

 



What everyone was looking forward to was coming, everyone stopped, some opened their eyes and 

looked at Young Master Xueyu. 

 

At this moment, he was already 999 meters away, with blood stains on the corners of his mouth and 

bloodshot eyes. He was obviously under tremendous pressure and suffered some injuries. 

 

One meter in front of him, there was a bright light that obscured the line of sight, and no one knew what 

was in the light. 

 

Is it a magic weapon? 

 

Is it secretly hidden? 

 


